
1. DESKILL THE MANUAL ASSEMBLY PROCESS

Provide a meal assembly workstation interface 
(coloured light array) that operators can use intuitively 
without having to make decisions based on target 
weight values in terms of grams or ounces. Using a 
‘take away’ weighing method simplifies and speeds 
up the assembly process, whilst maintaining technical 
compliance. (Large trays of individual components are 
placed on scales in front of the operators. 

The operators remove the correct amount of product 
for a particular meal guided by the lights on the screen).  
For similarly sized meal components, a visual target 
weight system based on the individual meal components 
greatly increases line speeds. The operators are guided to  
remove a displayed number of component portions 
from the weighed trays. This technology works well 
for regular sized meat portions, sliced products and 
whole products such as tomatoes and mushrooms.

2. ENSURE YOUR READY MEAL ASSEMBLY 
SYSTEM GROWS AS YOU GROW

Although the challenges facing food manufacturers 

have underlying common factors, experience shows 
that each food assembly process is slightly different, 
with a separate set of requirements. The key to 
success is being able to provide a solution that can 
measure individual operator performances and 
then act on these metrics. Significant improvements 
in productivity can only be achieved if the current 
information from the assembly lines is continually 
used as the basis for ongoing improvements.

3. USE ‘BEST PERFORMERS’ TO TRAIN ‘UNDER-
PERFORMERS’

By measuring the performance of individual line 
operators, you can identify the best performers and 
use them to transfer their techniques to the under-
performing operators through a structured training 
process.

TOP 5 TIPS FOR IMPROVING 
READY MEAL PRODUCTIVITY

Fact File: Ready Meal ProductivityFact File: MARCO Hi-Care

MARCO Hi-Care gives full support of your 
MARCO systems ensuring that your business-
critical production processes run as smoothly 
as possible. 

MARCO Hi-Care is a cost-effective support package 
combining comprehensive  24h “remote” technical 
support along with an annual “on-site” maintenance 
visit carried out by our highly trained service specialists 
(all servicing and repairs are carried out to UKAS 
Standards). 

Each Service Level Agreement is tailored to suit each 
customer in order to reduce any risk that may arise 
in production. With highly trained engineers and 
web-based telematics, MARCO’s System Support 
Department have the skills required to ensure the 
customer has complete confidence, whether an issue 
requires remote or on-site assistance.
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Key benefits of MARCO Hi-Care
• Performing preventive maintenance prolongs the 

life of your equipment
• Reduces downtime
• Decreases reactive maintenance requests
• Increases performance of equipment
• Prevents costly emergency repairs

What’s included in our Premium Hi-Care Package
• 24-hour call-out facility*
• Unlimited online support during office hours
• Emergency out-of-hours remote support
• Detailed technician reports itemising  

recommendations
• Quotation follow-up
• Relevant software updates
• 20% reduction on out-of-warranty spare parts
• Reduced cost of additional in-house or customer 

site training
• Reduced call-out rates
• Scheduled annual maintenance visit

* One telephone number and email address for support requests. This 
service logs and relays out-of-hours support requests to the MARCO 
Support Team

MARCO HI-CARE


